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19 March 2024




In France, the 2024 European Parliament election is scheduled to be held on 9 June 2024. This note aims to summarise the French industry perspective on these elections and the required priority European Union (EU) reforms.




1. Autonomy and transition at the heart of the French industryâ€™s preoccupations




According to a survey conveyed by the Direction GÃ©nÃ©rale des Enterprises (DGE) and published on Tuesday 12 March by the French Ministry of the Economy, French businesses expect the next European Commission to focus on the “strategic autonomy” of the 27 EU member states. Specifically, 76% of respondents expect European policies to ensure the strategic autonomy and technological leadership of the EU. This first preoccupation is in line with the priorities of French President Emmanuel Macron, who regularly stresses the need to strengthen Europe’s independence from the United States and China.




Of equal importance to French industry will be the expectation that the EUâ€™s executive will continue to focus on the ecological transition. 64% of the respondents called for a “transition towards a circular economy that is low-carbon and respects biodiversity”.




2. The desire to evolve in a Europe that simplifies norms and protects businesses from unfair international competition




Three quarters of the companies that responded to this survey called on the Commission to “evolve the conception methods of public policies”. Moreover, 60% called for it to focus “on implementing existing legislation by simplifying it”. According to the testimonies gathered, entrepreneurs consider the EU to be a source of “too many constraints” and “disconnected from economic and scientific reality”. On this topic, Bercy pointed out that France and Germany have been working towards administrative simplification since last year.




There is also a considerable concern (expressed by 49% of respondents) about unfair competition from third countries, and particularly Asia. “The consultation carried out by the DGE confirms companiesâ€™ expectations of a Europe that simplifies and protects our businesses”, reacted French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire.




3. The sectorial priorities for the next EU legislative term




Tech and digital sector




Cigref, a network of major French companies and public administrations committed to the development of digital technology, published a position paper alongside three other European associations (Beltug in Belgium, CIO Platform Nederland in the Netherlands and Voice in Germany) on the regulation of the digital sector by the EU.




After the last few years devoted to “regulating the digital space and the data economy” (AI Act, the Data Act, the Cyber Resilience Act, the Digital Markets Act, the Digital Service Act, etc.), these associations hope that the EU will raise its ambitions in terms of innovation and technological leadership.




The position paper lists four priority areas of work:




	Europeansâ€™ digital skills, by educating all citizens about digital tools, providing mechanisms for employees to adapt to technological developments and strengthening universitiesâ€™ subjects on these topics;
	Independence of European companies, which are today dependent on American or Chinese suppliers;
	Investments in tech and digital companies; and
	Environmental impact of digital technology, by increasing the lifespan of the digital equipment and combating hardware obsolescence.





Energy sector




Ã‰quilibre des Ã©nergies (EdEn), a think tank specialising in industrial policies, stresses the need for a European industrial strategy that is properly focused on the climate and the economy, rather than an accumulation of objectives.




The think tank has made 35 recommendations, divided into nine key areas and two priorities:




	The effective reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), by implementing a directive on the development of low-carbon energies and by the EU taking concrete actions to achieve its carbon targets; and
	The reindustrialisation of the EU by 2030 in order to ensure an effective European decarbonisation.





According to EdEn, the European industries will need more electricity â€“ may it be nuclear or from renewable energies â€“ because more and more sectors and uses will be electrified in the next few years. Moreover, the electrification of the energy mix is a prerequisite for decarbonisation.









Subscribe to our EU Elections newsletter.




Get in touch at BrusselsPA@cicero-group.com
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The European Union (EU) is embarking on a bold journey towards a more robust and autonomous defence policy. This shift, driven by the evolving global security landscape and the ongoing war in Ukraine, has significant implications for the European defence industry, a key enabler of the EU plan. In this spotlight, we explore Europeâ€™s defence ambitions, the indispensable role of industry in it, and the key considerations for turning the plan into success.




When political momentum meets spending ambitions




Shortly after the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the EU outlined its defence vision for the next 20 years. The “Strategic Compass on Security and Defence” committed the need for a robust European defence industry underpinned by strong R&D, smooth collaborative procurement, and reduced dependence on non-EU suppliers.




Two years later, the plan gained political traction. Ursula von der Leyen (a former defence minister) underscored in February that EU will be â€œturbocharging its defence industrial capacity in the next five yearsâ€�, committing to create a Defence Commissioner role if she secures a second term as President. Internal Market Commissioner Thierry Breton further pitched a new ambitious â‚¬100bn fund for defence industry cooperation, a sentiment which was further echoed by French President Emmanuel Macron and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz.




Furthermore, ahead of the European elections, political parties have also included defence policy and spending into their manifestos, with the EPP listing defence as its number one priority, and PES championing â€œthe development of the European defence industry.â€�




A first-ever defence industrial strategy




On 5 March the European Commission delivered the European Defence Industrial Strategy (EDIS): the EUâ€™s plan to bolster its defence industry after decades of underinvestment. The plan includes:




	Legislative initiatives: A European Defence Industry Programme (EDIP) which will mobilise â‚¬1.5 billion that will bridge the gap between now and the next 2028-2035 financial period;
	Joint procurement: A Defence Industrial Readiness Board to perform the joint procurement function and support the implementation of the EDIP.
	Projects of common interest & sales mechanisms: Projects of common interest will focus on securing EU access to contested areas such as maritime, air, cyber and space, while a new Military Sales Mechanism will facilitate the availability of defence products.





The EU plan relies heavily on EU countriesâ€™ national industries, with participation in the EDIP being exclusively open to EU Member States, Associated Countries (e.g. Norway) and Ukraine. As a result, by 2030, EU countries should collaboratively procure at least 40% of defence equipment; spend at least 50% of their defence procurement budgets on products made in Europe; and trade at least 35% of defence goods between EU countries.




The Enablers: Europeâ€™s defence industry




Europeâ€™s defence industry has long called for an ambitious Defence Investment Programme and has recognised the sea of opportunities that the EU plan presents. The following types of companies will be particularly relevant to the EU plan:




	Aerospace and defence contractors which design, develop, and manufacture aircraft, missiles, satellites, and other airborne systems for military use.
	Electronics and communications companies that develop and manufacture communication equipment and other electronic systems used for military applications.
	Cybersecurity firms providing solutions and services which are also playing a growing role in the defence industry.





When pursuing opportunities under the EDIP, however, the following would be important for companies:




	Focus on competitiveness: Concentrate on the Planâ€™s strategic goal of improving EU competitiveness and strengthening the EUâ€™s Defence Technological & Industrial Base (EDTIB).
	Collaboration is essential: With the EDIP encouraging collaboration, companies should consider partnering with other European entities.
	Political awareness: Companies should possess deep insights of the EUâ€™s foreign and security policy priorities and demonstrate how their projects will contribute to those priorities.





Challenges and considerations




While the EU’s ambitions open doors for industry, significant challenges are expected to arise:




	National interests: With defence remaining a national responsibility, EU countries may be resisting the idea that some of their competencies are taken away.
	Financial contributions: As Commission Vice-President MargretheVestager noted, EDIPâ€™s â‚¬1.5 billion is â€œan incentiveâ€� and that â€œthe real funding comes from the Member States.â€� Securing such funding will be key for the success of the plan.
	Bureaucracy: Streamlining the complex bureaucratic procedures involved in collaborative projects and cross-border procurement will be vital.
	Skilled workforce: Meeting the increased demand for skilled personnel, from engineers to project managers, requires addressing potential workforce shortages.





Despite the challenges, external events, such as elections in other countries and a potential lower US commitment to NATO in the future could serve as catalyst and urge EU countries to strengthen their defence policy integration, and spending at EU level.









Subscribe to our newsletter.




Get in touch atÂ BrusselsPA@cicero-group.com
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On Tuesday we hosted Conservatives in the City and Paul Maynard MP to speak to an invited group of attendees about the pensions industry.








The event was conducted under Chatham House Rule.









To stay informed about other upcoming events and insights from our UK Public Affairs team, subscribe to our monthly newsletter, or get in touch with us at ukpublicaffairs@h-advisors.global.
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Spring Budget 2024: The Blueprint for the Conservative Party Manifesto




Sonia Khan, Director and former Treasury Adviser




While the Spring Budget of 2024 wonâ€™t be winning awards for brevity, it does give us a peek inside the Conservative Partyâ€™s manifesto as it approaches a General Election.




Chancellor Jeremy Hunt delivered a comprehensive hour-long speech, unveiling a slew of measures aimed at appeasing Conservative MPs, enticing voters with pre-local election treats, and thwarting any potential leadership challenges. Among the headline announcements was a 2p reduction in National Insurance Contributions, coupled with an array of tax reliefs for theatres and orchestras, alongside plans to deploy drones to police emergency scenes.




Hunt’s address strategically catered to various audiences, opening with measures tailored for working individuals, including assistance on debt relief and an extension of pandemic loan packages for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). The Chancellor also outlined additional regional devolution plans and proposed reforms to child benefit, signalling a shift toward a household-based tax system by April 2026, potentially reshaping the tax landscape significantly.




Reflecting the government’s focus on technological innovation, the Budget emphasised policies such as reversing angel investor rules, injecting funds into the prestigious Turing Institute, and a substantial Â£360 million Research and Development (R&D) package. While education received scant attention, a nod to skills was made through the introduction of a Â£7.4 million AI upskilling fund aimed at SMEs.




However, the piÃ¨ce de rÃ©sistance of the Budget was the much-anticipated cut in national insurance contributions, complemented by a pledge to freeze fuel and alcohol duties â€” a boost for motorists and pub-goers alike. Despite the familiar tone for seasoned Budget observers, including to me as a former Treasury special adviser, the emphasis lay in maintaining stability amidst political turbulence. The joint appearance of the Chancellor and Prime Minister in pre-budget preparation photos underscored a concerted effort to present a unified front, vital for navigating the precarious political landscape.




While the Budget addressed several pressing issues, questions linger around plans for housing reform and escalating demands for increased defence spending amid geopolitical tensions. This may be tactical, as it’s widely believed that the “real” Budget, with potentially more impactful measures, will be reserved for closer to the speculated election date, later in the year. So, while the Spring Budget may not have drastically shifted the political landscape, its significance lies in setting the stage for the political manoeuvring yet to come.




The Labour response: Time for change




Alice Perry, Director â€“ UK Public Affairs and former NEC Chair




Keir Starmerâ€™s budget response highlighted some of Labourâ€™s General Election attack lines. Starmer talked about the 8 million people on NHS waiting lists, the UKâ€™s rivers and seas being full of sewage, crumbling schools and the UK being on a path of managed decline. Starmer wants to paint Rishi Sunak and the Government as â€œout of touchâ€� and â€œout of ideasâ€� with working people paying the price for the Government’s economic failure. The question for voters is whether after 14 years they feel better off or that itâ€™s time for change.  




Starmer also used his response to showcase the different policy priorities between the Opposition and Government. Starmer noted the absence of a plan for housing building, investment in critical infrastructure, industrial strategy and a plan to address climate change. Expect these to feature in election material.  




The 2024 Budget takes place against a backdrop of intense speculation about the date of the next General Election. The earlier timing and tax giveaways further added to the rumours. Keir Starmer ramped up the pressure on Rishi Sunak to call the election for 2 May. Labour remembers how Gordon Brown was undermined by being labelled a â€œbottlerâ€� for not calling an early election and want to paint the Conservatives as desperately trying to cling onto power if they draw the parliament out further.   




The Governmentâ€™s decision to adopt two of Labourâ€™s key tax reforms leaves a hole in Labourâ€™s fiscal plans. Labour will need to find alternative sources of income to fund their manifesto commitments and run the risk of being accused of having â€œsecret plans to raise taxesâ€�. Their proposed windfall tax on gas and oil had been heavily criticised at Labourâ€™s recent Scottish business conference. By adopting this policy, the Conservatives risk losing support in Aberdeenshire to the SNP, which may prove helpful to Labour in the long-term.  




Investment in UK plc takes centre stage 




Simon Fitzpatrick, Director â€“ UK Public Affairs




The theme of productive finance and harnessing greater capital from pensions and savings funds into UK growth assets once again featured prominently in the Chancellorâ€™s statement. As was trailed in advance, DC pension schemes will be required to publicly disclose the breakdown of their asset allocations, including in UK equities, a move designed to hold their feet to the fire and ensure UK investments increase. The FCA will consult further on this in the near future, with the Government dangling the threat of further action if the data does not show an improvement. The Treasury is also working with the Association of British Insurers to develop a monitoring framework for the Mansion House Compact as it approaches its first year anniversary. It is clear that, although investment in UK assets is not being mandated at this stage, Government wants to maintain a watchful eye on progress.




Two new savings opportunities were also announced for the retail market. First, a new “UK ISA”, which in practical terms is an extension of existing ISA allowances by Â£5k for investment in UK-focused assets. Second, a new British Savings Bond which will be offered up by National Savings & Investments, offering savers a guaranteed rate of return for three years. Retail investors can also look forward to potentially taking a stake in NatWest as the Treasury has committed to offloading its remaining shares by 2025-26, with an offering to the retail market potentially as soon as this summer depending on market conditions.




Todayâ€™s Budget also takes forward the previously announced commitment to establishing a new market to allow private companies to trade their securities on an intermittent basis and in a controlled environment. The new Private Intermittent Securities and Capital Exchange System â€“ PISCES â€“ is intended to boost the UKâ€™s pipeline of IPOs and build on work such as the Listings Review led by Lord Hill. The Government is consulting on this with the move already warmly welcomed by the London Stock Exchange Group.




One policy on which momentum seems to have stalled a little is the “lifetime provider” model for DC pensions. While the Chancellor announced that he remains â€œcommitted to exploringâ€� the lifetime provider proposal, the Red Book suggests that this is a â€œlong termâ€� aspiration, and that further analysis is required to ensure it would improve outcomes for savers and align with existing reforms such as the Value for Money framework (which is itself being strengthened with new powers for the regulators). This sounds rather like a policy being kicked into the long grass and the Government may have had second thoughts after receiving a lukewarm response in the initial consultation.









Get in touch with a member of the teamÂ to discuss further.




And sign up to our monthly UK Public Affairs newsletter here for regular updates.
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Iain Anderson, Mark Twigg and Sonia Khan listed amongst the most influential PR professionals in the UK. 




PRWeek has produced its annual report into powerful individuals in the industry and three Cicero employees feature in this year’s list.




To see the full list visit the PRWeek Power Book home, or click below to read each individual’s entry.










Iain Anderson, Executive Chairman




Iain’s Power Book entry is here








Mark Twigg, CEO




Mark’s Power Book entry is here








Sonia Khan, Director – UK Public Affairs




Sonia’s Power Book entry is here
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Not Optional campaign nominated for Multi-Country Programme category













Our EU team has been shortlisted for this year’s SABRE Awards, celebrating superior achievement in branding, reputation and engagement.




Our submission was the ‘Not Optional’ campaign with Index Ventures on the critical issue of employee share ownership regimes. It focused on improving employee share ownership regimes domestically (across the UK and EU member states) and at EU level to allow for start-ups and scale-ups to compete in the battle to attract and retain talent globally.




We’ve been shortlisted among 4 other campaigns in our category and the results will be announced at the awards ceremony on 17 April in London.
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